DATA SHEET

Ransomware Response
Readiness Subscription (R3S)
Most companies aren’t prepared for a ransomware attack outside of technical and incident
response. Change is constant in both your internal organization and the ransomware
groups looking to attack you. Companies need to be prepared for the post-ransomware
crisis and fallout on a continuous basis.

Why GroupSense
GroupSense is the world’s leading
firm for ransomware negotiation.
We’ve found that companies are unprepared for ransomware strikes.
Organizations may have technical
plans in place to handle the incident
response and backups but not for
how to handle the extortion, public
relations, cryptocurrency and hard
decisions that come with an attack.
Not only do we offer an in-depth
assessment we also offer a continuous subscription to handle both the

changes to your internal resources
but also the ever changing threats
from ransomware groups.
We understand the need for both
an in-depth assessment (our R3A
Service) as well as being prepared as
everything changes.
GroupSense is the best at preparing
you for the worst-case scenario.
Having GroupSense’ experience on
your side can turn a high-profile public relations disaster into a mere blip
on the radar.

GroupSense provides
clients with specialized
intelligence and cryptocurrency services should
there be a ransomware
attack and/or data extortion incident. Preventative
monitoring, post-breach
monitoring and breach
notification services are
also available.

AS SEEN IN:

Cyber Reconnaissance uses highly trained analysts, empowered by technology, to deliver
threat intelligence specific to your digital risk.
GO RECON

Our Approach
24/7 ON-CALL INCIDENT SUPPORT | CRYPTOCURRENCY SETTLEMENTS | STRATEGY | PLAYBOOK

24/7 priority on-call
ransomware incident support

Ransomware playbook and
conditioning

The GroupSense Ransomware Response Team will
be on-call 24/7/365 to support you and your incident
response provider in an incident. You’ll have a GroupSense lead negotiator on the phone within 4 hours of
a declared incident.

Included in this annual service is the creation and
maintenance of a Ransomware Response Playbook
that you may include in your overall Incident Response Plan. Ransomware playbooks involve more
than just technical workflows. The GroupSense
playbook incorporates all aspects of a ransomware
incident, such as executive decision making, inclusion of cyber insurance, legal counsel and public
relations. Playbooks should be revisited as the
business evolves, and at least annually. GroupSense
will continue to be a resource in your efforts to evolve
your response strategy and plans. The GroupSense
ransomware response team will also be available to
participate in any tabletop exercises or other practice
exercises your team may operate. Also included is
access to the GroupSense Cyber Intelligence Knowledge Base.

We become a key member of the response team,
providing intelligence on ransomware groups, such
as their reputation and typical behavior. We will
advise your leadership team on strategy, and take the
lead on negotiating a successful settlement. The objective is to control the pace of the incident, increase
the confidence of recovery via settlement, and safely
conduct a settlement leading to data recovery or
other agreement.

Executive strategy session
Having responded to and helped resolve many
ransomware and extortion incidents, GroupSense is
uniquely qualified to provide your leadership team
with inside information on how these incidents play
out, what to expect, best practices for successful
outcomes and organizational readiness.
You’ll have an executive strategy session with Kurtis
Minder, GroupSense CEO, a highly regarded expert in
the field. Kurtis will share our experience with previous ransomware and extortion cases, trends, recent
developments, key concepts, and particular recommendations on readiness.

Cryptocurrency settlements
GroupSense is an expert on cryptocurrency and
how to most safely and reliably transact with threat
actors. If the business does choose to make a settlement payment, GroupSense guides you every step
of the way. In preparation, GroupSense will work with
your finance and legal teams to educate the team
on the financial logistics of making ransomware
settlement payments. In case of an incident and
settlement decision, GroupSense will manage your
settlement payment through completion.

OTHER OPTIONS
Available ransomware prevention with Digital Risk Protection
Service strategy
Continuous external monitoring for early detection
and response are critical in preventing and minimizing the damage from ransomware and other serious
cyber threats. Our clients love us because we deliver
results simply, effectively and affordably.
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Available R3A Professional
Security Services
If your organization needs assistance in writing or
assessing it’s Information Security Program, Incident Response Plan, or running Table Top Exercises,
please request more information and pricing from
your GroupSense representative.

